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What other critical information or support do you need from ECB, County Boards or others?Q12

Nothing: 
too much 

information 
overload 

already and 
it’s all 

speculation

Leadership 
and 

decisiveness:
a routemap

Practical 
day-to-day 
guidance 

and advice

Q12 was a freeform response

Comment from around 50% of respondents

130 or so comments fell into 3 broad buckets:

1. Those overwhelmed by information.  
2. Those wanting clear guidance from CBs and particularly ECB.  A routemap for 

resuming game.  
3. Those seeking practical guidance and advice.   Focus of  this call. 
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If you already get too much information then presumably you’re not on this call

And yes, there’s a lot of speculation. 

So if you expect ECB to be able to predict how the situation to pan out and begin to 
develop a routemap then that’s a little unfair;  who gave them a monopoly on the 
judgement of Solomon? 

But we can imagine a range of scenarios and begin to think through scoping responses.

It’s what I do for a day job. I help companies better manage the unmeasurable.  And 
investors ways of valuing things without a price.  So continuity planning in time of 
unprecedented crisis is sort of in the same ballpark.

I briefly introduced this Business Continuity model last time.  It’s a fairly standard basic 
model I used for my club.  Not for pandemic, obviously, or asteroids or the earth being 
burned up by the sun in 4 million years.  

I thought I would go through in a little more detail and forward project on how things 
might develop.

I assume no-one on the call things will be going back to normal anytime soon?
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First a VERY quick skate over Survey results as
a) we covered earlier results last time
b) Already posted in LinkedIn group and on website

18-26 April when paused in agreement with ECB

$64,000 question: when will start playing again.

42% sticking with July but this was 48% in first week.

‘Not in 2020’ went from 20% to 28% in week 2

Fast moving picture and changes daily if not hourly
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Sport Venue CommercialOperational 
integrity

“Following the 
Government’s latest 
advice around social 
distancing, it is with 
sadness and 
reluctance that we 
recommend that all 
forms of recreational 
cricket are for now 
suspended.”

ECB Statement 18th March

• Face masks for coaches/umpires
• Disposable gloves for coaches & participants
• Social distancing marked out with cones/discs
• Appropriate outdoor/indoor refreshments and toilet facilities
• Hand washing facilities on site
• Sanitising gel
• Most at risk groups asked to respect government advice
• No sharing of equipment

Operational Integrity is looking at how you operate your key functions – the sport, the club as a 
sporting and social venue and your commercial activities including marketing and sponsorship.

But wanted to focus on Sport as this is the answer to $64,000 question.  If we get back on pitch 
in next few weeks then many other issues recede.

But when?    We hear from Boris on Sunday.  

The phased approached adopted by Irish govt creating some excitement. Perhaps a template for 
UK? This indicates we could see practice and some internal cricket in June and competitive sport 
by mid July

But that was 2 days ago.  Press briefings led to headlines today suggesting significant easing.  By 
5.00pm today that’s not the case. 

But what will cricket look like if and when?  Cricket World has been postulating.   Maybe not 
everyone’s idea.  And does it mean some truncated type of game? So not league?

And what if those who make rules – leagues, counties and ECB – are risk averse. If we’re left 
with half a season or less, playing under restrictive conditions, are leagues likely to call it a day 
prematurely?  

In those circumstances, could or indeed should clubs go it alone?  Will players (and parents) 
want to play – given opinion polls showing people are inclined to maintain lockdown conditions 
even after lockdown eased – and/or travel one end of county to other. 

Apparently so according to Cricket World and their insurance advisors.  Time to start arranging 
local friendlies?
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Most clubs are making best of situation

Not effecting any significant business continuity process

Perception that a relatively short-term fix needed; at least in terms of club governance.
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Continuity 
team Executive Sub-

committees
Chain of command

1. Effectiveness
2. Involving people
3. Succession planning

• Harnessing relevant professional skills and 
competences

• Discovering hidden talents
• Spotting development potential

Clubs are getting by

Clubs have introduced new technology which is a big advance in some cases.

But if situation persists and major decisions have to be made or workstreams undertaken, how 
are you going to manage that?

Maybe it’s as it has always been done; by YOU or someone like you, getting on with it and 
reporting back.

But is that always comfortable?  And in a time of huge risks, volatility and uncertainty.  Not to 
mention complexity and ambiguity.

And could this be an opportunity – more and smaller informal working - to bring new people in:
• The newly less busy
• Less frequent commuters
• Those whose day job is or involves significant elements of risk or project or continuity 

management.   Any systems people in the Club?  

Or give scope to discover hitherto well disguised talents already on the committee?

And earmarking for future greatness!
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Similarly in risk management, most clubs have done what they needed to do.  

Close down club and  keep people off site and adhering to government guidance.

Again little long-term perspective.   
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People Facilities Operational MarketRisk Management

People risks:

1. Health & wellbeing
i. employees
ii. contractors
iii. volunteers
iv. members
v. public

2. Welfare
3. Retention 

i. volunteers 
ii. members

You’ve done the basic things;  
• shut up the clubhouse
• turned the water off
• locked the gate

That’s the easy part.  

What happens when we start to come out of lockdown but with limitations in force?  

When people begin to push the envelope.  Some of the CGAG already speculating.

Your younger members wanting to use nets or even the ground for games?

How does that fit with  your vulnerable ground person?

Will you come under pressure to allow distanced drinking outside? Your ground will make a nice 
beer garden.  Especially if local pubs remain shut?

What else can you foresee in a phased-lockdown-easing process? 

Who is going to make decisions and how?  And enforce them?

Welfare processes when the Welfare Officer isn’t around or not accessible?
Renewal of DBS and Safeguarding certificates.   And policing new types of informal play but on 
YOUR ground at YOUR risk?

And the BIG risk…….or maybe not.  Can you retain people if there’s less, little or even NO cricket 
this summer?  And Volunteers getting out of the habit?
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But not when it comes to finance – more long-term perspective.

50% have done minimum 6 month cashflow forecast.  

The rest are working towards  that with varying degrees of urgency and sophistication

Most will have already realised there is a short,  medium or long-term problem but 
those fears reaffirmed.
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44% expect to recover 0-25% of subs this year compared with last.
Presumably most are 0%

73% expect less than 50%
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How to fill the funding gap.

Government schemes popular but still only for a minority.  

Are those unlikely or only possible applicants – assuming they are eligible - turning down 
£10k free money

Tom Harrison said this week 2,000 of 6,000 clubs eligible.  1/3 eligibility must be higher 
in predominantly Clubmark clubs? 

Sport England and ECB schemes relevant for those who cannot access government 
funding  - funders of last resort.

Few looking at other funders at this stage
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Protect 
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Identify 
fundingFinancial analysis

So we looked at the obvious sources of funding that clubs have been applying for….or not.  

I know many – especially those unable to access government schemes – have been disappointed 
by restrictive nature of Sport England and ECB schemes.  Especially the turnover limits.

Few appear to have been looking more widely.

But in response to the Pandemic many funders have been amending their criteria or relaxing 
eligibility rules.  Many new sources have appeared.

Access to this site was put up on LinkedIn a few weeks ago.  Charity Excellence Framework site 
https://www.charityexcellence.co.uk .  For community groups and clubs as well as charities.  

Probably most comprehensive I have seen.  Now grown to over 500 funders.  Not all relevant 
but many are.  

You may need a dedicated grant writer in club but…..

And modern equivalent of passing cap around is Crowdfunding.  Online and systemized.  Enables 
automatic reclaim of basic tax.

This is Stokenchurch but I know many others doing through Just Giving and others.  There is also 
the ECB deal with  SPACEHIVE  originally for Dynamos but now extended and they will kickstart 
with £100.  
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And high percentage of clubs communicating with members but why not 100%?

Lots of other activities going on and increasing as time goes on.
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Internal External StakeholderCommunication

Are members always an internal audience:
• owners and risk sharers?
• contributors or volunteers?
• customers or external stakeholders?

We have talked about communication and we will go into member communication and 
engagement in more depth shortly.

But if your communications are done by a communicator, or if they’re not, one assumes they 
have done the Comms 101 thing of identifying who your audiences are?

So how do they view your members?

Let’s face it we know they’re not an homogenous mass:  I  have identified three groups here.  
There may be more in your club.

You will need to tailor your messages appropriately.  And seize the opportunity of COVID-19 to 
mould member communication – and the platforms you use - going forward.

Those with high commitment – those who see themselves as owners/partners/shareholders.  In 
Ltd company clubs that may well literally be the case.

Can you bring them in?  Share the challenges.  Acknowledge the risks.  Can they help e.g. take on 
some fundraising or put hands in own pocket?

What about those who give time or support activities.  Not just acknowledge but encourage 
more.  Take on roles.

And what about those members whose relationship is purely transactional.  I pay to play or I pay 
for my children to play.  Are you going to tell them the same things or do you need to consider 
projecting the brand.  Yes honest, authentic communication but designed to retain loyalty.  
Retain them.
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Communicate Involve Retain RecruitMember 
engagement

Member retention through involvement not just communication

We discussed last time and this whole area has exploded in recent weeks:
• Distanced and sole volunteering; indoors and out 
• Fundraising for good causes – club, local groups, NHS
• Supporting local volunteer schemes
• Virtual sport and competitions, quizzes etc
• Virtual junior coaching and activities.

If need ideas just go to Twitter – don’t need to be registered – and search #cricket 
#fundraising and you will  find literally hundreds of examples from clubs across the 
country. 

ECB planning All Stars and Dynamos content.  Why not give clubs access to share content 
through own platforms and not go direct?  Clubs need to retain kids and families too.
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Support Develop Exploit 
opportunitiesCommunity

And finally your wider community – future members and key stakeholders - let them 
know what you’re doing.  Project the brand and promote goodwill.

Sponsors and future sponsors need help too.    And win-win in terms of local community 
engagement.
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